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Abstract
Precision medicine has received attention both in and outside the
clinic. We focus on the latter, by exploiting the relationship between indi-
viduals’ social interactions and their mental health to develop a predictive
model of one’s likelihood to be depressed or anxious from rich dynamic
social network data. To our knowledge, we are the first to do this. Exist-
ing studies differ from our work in at least one aspect: they do not model
social interaction data as a network; they do so but analyze static network
data; they examine “correlation” between social networks and health but
without developing a predictive model; or they study other individual
traits but not mental health. In a systematic and comprehensive evalua-
tion, we show that our predictive model that uses dynamic social network
data is superior to its static network as well as non-network equivalents
when run on the same data. Supplementary material for this work is
available at https://nd.edu/~cone/NetHealth/PSB_SM.pdf.
1 Introduction
Precision medicine, i.e., giving personalized health-related recommendations to
individuals, has received attention both in the clinic via -omics data collection
technologies [18, 29] and outside the clinic via mobile health tracking devices
such as smartphones or wearable sensors, online social media behavioral data,
or other non-traditional personal health data resources [11, 25, 28, 36, 37, 45].
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In this study, we focus on the role of individuals’ social interactions on their
health. For example, individuals’ health-related traits, such as obesity, smoking,
depression, physical activities, heart rates, self-perceived health, happiness, or
stress can spread through social interactions [9, 10, 40] or are correlated with
the individuals’ positions (e.g., centralities) in their social network [20, 26, 27,
31, 43, 48].
In this study, we focus on mental health, specifically depression and anxiety,
because they are critical public health issues affecting millions of individuals
worldwide [2, 6, 30]. In particular, we focus on developing a machine learning
model for predicting individuals’ mental health conditions, whose input is a
feature vector for each individual extracted from a given data source, and whose
output is a predicted likelihood of an individual being depressed or anxious.
Existing studies that propose machine learning models for predicting mental
health can be divided into non-network ones and network ones. Non-network
studies rely on smartphone usage data such as incoming and outgoing call fre-
quency, wearable sensor data such as physical activity (e.g., step count), or
online social media behavioral data such as text content on social media plat-
forms [7, 12, 17, 19, 34, 47]. These studies typically extract features from such
data in its raw form and input those features into off-the-shelf classifiers to make
mental health predictions. On the other hand, network studies either use the
same data as non-network studies but first process the raw data into a network
that captures relationships between entities (e.g., by linking two individuals if
their physical activity profiles are similar), or they use explicit social network
data (e.g., friendships between individuals). Then, they extract network-based
features (e.g., an individual’s centralities in the network) and input those fea-
tures into off-the-shelf classifiers [26, 27, 31, 46]. Since networks capture complex
wirings between entities, network studies are expected to be advantageous. In-
deed, in our previous study [28], we showed that network analysis of rich social
data originating from the NetHealth study [15, 39] was more accurate than non-
network analysis of the same data in the task of predicting individuals’ mental
health.
In more detail, this previous study of ours [28] is the most comprehensive
work to date on predicting individuals’ mental health in terms of both data
size (the number of considered individuals) and data heterogeneity (the number
of considered data types). Namely, we leveraged the rich NetHealth data set
containing individuals’ social interaction data (SMS communications), health-
related behavioral data (physical activity and sleep duration) and a variety of
individuals’ trait data (personality traits, social status, physical health, and
well-being) to predict mental health conditions [28]. We integrated such data
into a heterogeneous information network (HIN). Then, we modeled the problem
of mental health prediction from our HIN in a novel manner, as applying to the
HIN a popular paradigm of a recommender system (RS), which is typically used
to predict the preference that an individual would give to an item (e.g., a movie
or book). In our case, the items were the individuals’ different mental health
states. RS gives us an intuitive yet powerful way to predict an individual’s
mental health state (likelihood of being depressed or anxious) by relying on
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information about both the individual’s and her/his neighbors’ behaviors and
traits. We found that RS produced more accurate predictions than other types
of network methods as well as a fairly comparable non-network method using
the same data. This confirms the power of our HIN-based predictive framework.
The existing RS methods (and other types of HIN methods) work on static
network data, meaning that they make predictions from a static network in
which nodes and edges do not change with time. Extending them to be able to
deal with dynamic network data is non-trivial because it requires novel method-
ologies to model individuals’ dynamic traits and dynamic social interactions
[23]. For these reasons, we constructed our HIN by aggregating dynamic social
network data from the considered study time period into a static network. And
while even this led to high mental health prediction accuracy, temporal informa-
tion was lost. Including temporal information could further improve prediction
accuracy compared to using static network data. So, in this study, we fairly
evaluate the power of using dynamic versus static social network data in the
task of predicting mental health. If the former has more predictive power, our
HIN-based predictive framework from our previous study [28] could be extended
to incorporate dynamic instead of static social network data. Since doing this
is non-trivial, as discussed above, it is out of the scope of the current paper and
is instead left as future work.
Compared to existing studies on associating social networks and individuals’
traits (Table 1), our study differentiates from each of those in at least one of
the following four key aspects: 1) whether the study is network-based or not;
2) if yes, whether the study considers a dynamic network or a static network;
3) whether the study builds machine learning models to predict individuals’
traits or “only” examines the existence of a potential correlation-like relationship
between social networks and traits without making any predictions; 4) whether
the study deals with studying mental health or instead it studies other traits.
In more detail, a group of studies built machine learning models to predict
mental health, but they are non-network studies [7, 12, 17, 19, 34, 41, 47], unlike
our network study. And as discussed above, we already showed that network
studies are superior to non-network studies in this task [28]. Among network
studies (including those that did not necessarily focus on mental health), a
majority only explored the existence of a potential “correlation” between in-
dividuals’ social networks and their traits (e.g., whether individuals who have
different personality traits tend to have different centrality values). That is, they
did not build any predictive models [8, 9, 10, 20, 21, 24, 27, 31, 40, 42, 43, 48],
which is what we aim to do here. Plus, a majority of these did not focus on
mental health, which we do in this study. Of the four network studies that did
build predictive models, three used static networks instead of dynamic networks
[28, 44, 46], and thus, they could not compare the predictive power of dynamic
versus static networks, which we do in this study. Plus, of these three, one
study did not even deal with mental health; instead, it dealt with personal-
ity traits [44]. The only study that did build predictive models using dynamic
social network data did not ask the research question of our study—whether
using dynamic network data is more predictive than using static network data
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[26]. Moreover, while it[26] studied some health-related traits (e.g., happiness,
positive attitude) in addition to some non-health-related traits (e.g., gender,
race), it did not study mental health (i.e., depression and anxiety) as we do in
our study. Also, to predict individuals’ traits, this existing study [26] used as
features centralities of nodes (i.e., individuals) in the dynamic network data.
This is a typical strategy in many tasks and domains [14, 31] and is thus not
unique to this existing study [26]. In our study, on top of also using node
centralities, we consider additional and possibly more powerful node features
that are based on graphlets [5, 22, 33]. Graphlets are subgraphs, i.e., Lego-like
basic building blocks of complex networks. They are state-of-the-art features,
especially in dynamic networks [5, 22, 33]. While these features were proposed
by others [5, 22, 33], we are the first of all social-networks-to-health studies to
use them, which further distinguishes our work from the related studies. Note
that this existing study [26] was just published, and we became aware of it after
we completed all of our analyses and as we were finalizing our paper. So, that
study [26] and our work proposed here can be considered as concurrent pieces
of work.
Hence, in terms of novelty, we are the first ones to develop predictive models
of mental health (depression and anxiety) from dynamic social network data
and to study whether using dynamic social network data is more predictive
than using static social network data.
Network-based? Dynamic network? Predictive model? Mental health?
Our study X X X X
[7, 12, 17, 19, 34, 41, 47] X X
[8, 20, 24, 43, 48] X
[21] X X
[44] X X
[9, 10, 31] X X
[28, 46] X X X
[27, 40, 42] X X X
[26] X X X
Table 1: Summary of existing related work compared to our work proposed
in this study. A check mark indicates that the given study satisfies the given
criterion.
The contributions of our study are as follows. Before we develop a predic-
tive model of one’s mental health, we perform two exploratory data analyses to
ensure that developing such a model makes sense. That is, by analyzing a dy-
namic social network (containing weekly temporal snapshots constructed from
the smartphone data from the NetHealth study, Section 2.1), we first check
whether the group of the depressed (anxious) individuals occupies different so-
cial network positions (i.e., has different dynamic network features) than the
group of the non-depressed (non-anxious) individuals. Here, the two groups
are naturally defined in the data based on one’s depression/anxiety trait infor-
mation. Also, here, we examine network position differences in the trait-based
groups. Second, we check whether different individuals who have different evolv-
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ing network positions also show depression/anxiety trait differences. Here, to
identify the groups of individuals with certain network positions, we use network
clustering, which places in the same group those individuals who have similar
network positions and in different groups those individuals who have dissimilar
network positions. So, here, we examine trait differences in the network-based
groups. If in these two analyses we observe network/trait differences in the
trait-based/network-based groups, the network structural information is well-
associated with the trait information and vice versa, and consequently, it makes
sense to develop a predictive model of individuals’ mental health traits based on
their network structural information. Indeed, this is what we observe in both
of the analyses.
So, third, we develop a predictive model of mental health using three features
of individuals extracted from the dynamic network: centralities in the dynamic
network, dynamic graphlet degree vectors (dynamic GDV) [22], and graphlet
orbit transitions (GoT) [5]. To evaluate the predictive power of these features,
as a proof-of-concept, we train a logistic regression classifier for each feature
to predict individuals as depressed or non-depressed (anxious or non-anxious).
To answer our key question—whether using dynamic network data yields more
accurate predictions than using static network data—we model the dynamic
network (see above) as a static network in which two nodes are connected if
they have an edge in any temporal snapshot of the dynamic network. We
extract two features from the static network: centralities in the static network
and static graphlet degree vectors (static GDV) [33]. For fairness, these two
features are static counterparts of two of the above dynamic features: centralities
in the dynamic network and dynamic GDV, respectively (the third dynamic
feature, GoT, has no static counterpart). Also, for fairness, we use the same
logistic regression classifier as above to evaluate the predictive power of the
static network features. We find that using any of the three dynamic network
features outperforms using both of the static network features (as well as using a
fairly comparable non-network feature). This confirms the superiority of using
dynamic network data over using static network data in the task of mental
health prediction.
2 Methods
2.1 Dynamic network
Data source. Our data come from the NetHealth study, which collected
smartphone, wearable sensor (Fitbit), and survey-based trait data about ∼700
undergraduate student participants at the University of Notre Dame from 2015
to 2019 [15, 39]. For reasons stated in Section 1, of all NetHealth data, we focus
on individuals’ SMS logs (i.e., social interactions) collected through smartphones
and their mental health trait data on depression and anxiety collected through
surveys. Of all participants, 615 were iPhone users and the rest were Android
users. We focus on the 615 iPhone users because of issues with the Android
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data consistency.
Selection of the study time period and pool of individuals. We
already produced a collection of manuscripts on various research questions re-
lated to various dimensions of the NetHealth data [27, 28]. This study is a
novel addition to that collection. To be able to draw conclusions across the
different dimensions, we match the social interaction and mental health trait
data closely between this current study and our previous studies[27, 28]. This
includes the choices of the study time period and pool of individuals, as follows.
During the entire 2015-2019 period, as time went on, more and more students
dropped out of the study or became data non-compliant. We wish to consider
a time period that is as long as possible and that also includes as many indi-
viduals as possible; these two conditions conflict with each other. As a result,
we focus on the period from August 2015 to August 2016 because only during
this period, the vast majority of NetHealth participants were actively involved
in the study [27, 28]. This period covers 31 school weeks (we do not consider
21 break weeks, since these do not have meaningful social network structures)
[27, 28]. We observe that during our study time period, 576 out of the 615
iPhone users actively sent or received SMSs. We use the 576 individuals’ SMS
logs (i.e., social interactions) to construct a dynamic social network. For each
temporal snapshot of the dynamic network, one snapshot per week, nodes are
the individuals and there is an edge between two nodes if there is at least one
SMS event between the two corresponding individuals during the given week.
The 31 resulting snapshots form the dynamic network.
Of the 576 individuals, 274 are compliant enough and also have mental health
trait data [27, 28]. These 274 individuals form the final pool of individuals to be
used in our predictive tasks. That is, we use the social interaction data of all 576
individuals’ to compute each node’s features (needed for our predictive tasks)
from the entire network. But when we make mental health predictions and
evaluate prediction accuracy, we are able to do so only for the 274 individuals
for whom we have the mental health data. Of the 274 individuals, 67 individuals
(24.5%) are depressed, and 106 individuals (38.7%) are anxious (Supplementary
Section S1).
2.2 Network analysis methods
We perform three tasks. Tasks 1 and 2 rely on centralities of nodes, and task 3
relies on centralities plus other network features. We first discuss the considered
network centrality measures, followed by tasks 1, 2, and 3, where the latter
covers the other considered features.
Measuring positions (centralities) of nodes in the dynamic network.
In each network snapshot, we measure network positions of all nodes with re-
spect to eight popular centrality measures: eccentricity, closeness, betweenness,
eigenvector, k-coreness, clustering coefficient, degree, and graphlet degree cen-
trality (Supplementary Section S2) [27, 32]. We use the multiple centrality mea-
sures because they capture the importance of a node in a network from different
perspectives. For each centrality measure, for each node, we compute the given
node’s centrality value in each snapshot, resulting in 31 centrality values for the
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31 snapshots of the dynamic network. Because (i) the network snapshots can
have different sizes, (ii) centrality measures can be dependent on the network
size, and (iii) we aim to study changes in a given node’s network position with
time (i.e., across the snapshots), we do not consider the “raw” centrality values.
Instead, we convert these into centrality ranks by giving the individual with the
lowest “raw” centrality value a rank of 1 (the 1st least central), the individual
with the next lowest “raw” centrality value a rank of 2 (the 2nd least central),
and so on. We assign the ranks in this way so that the intuition remains the
same as with the “raw” centrality values: the higher the centrality rank of a
node, the more central (i.e., topologically important) the node is. Henceforth,
by centrality values, we mean centrality ranks.
Task 1: Do depressed and non-depressed (anxious and non-anxious)
individuals occupy different social network positions?
a. Magnitudes of individuals’ centralities. Here, we aim to mea-
sure whether centralities of depressed (anxious) individuals are higher or lower
(on average over time) than those of non-depressed (anxious) individuals. For
each centrality measure and each individual, we average the given individual’s
centralities over the 31 network snapshots. Then, we compare the distribu-
tions of the average centralities of the depressed and non-depressed (anxious
and non-anxious) individuals using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test, whose p-value
quantifies the significance of the difference between the two distributions. Since
we do eight tests for the eight centrality measures, we adjust the p-values via
false discovery rate estimation to correct for the multiple tests [35]. Throughout
this paper, we use the adjusted p-value threshold of 0.05.
b. Fluctuations of individuals’ centralities. Here, we aim to mea-
sure whether centralities of depressed (anxious) individuals vary (increase or
decrease) over time more or less than those of non-depressed individuals. For
each centrality measure and each individual, we measure the coefficient of varia-
tion (CV) of the given individual’s centralities in the 31 network snapshots. CV
is the ratio of the standard deviation over the average of the 31 centrality val-
ues. It is widely used for comparing variability between different samples that
have different averages [1]. Then, we compare the distributions of CV scores of
depressed and non-depressed (anxious and non-anxious) individuals using the
Wilcoxon rank-sum test as discussed above.
Task 2: Do individuals who have different evolving network positions
show depression/anxiety trait differences?
To answer this, we use network clustering to place in the same group (i.e.,
cluster) those individuals who have similar evolving centrality profiles and in
different clusters those individuals who have dissimilar evolving centrality pro-
files. For reasons described in Supplementary Section S3, we use k-medoids
clustering under the Euclidean distance and report results for k = 4, i.e., when
obtaining four clusters. If the clusters are meaningful, some of them should con-
tain a significant portion of depressed (anxious) individuals while others should
contain a significant portion of non-depressed (non-anxious) individuals. We
quantify the significance of enrichment of each cluster in depressed and non-
depressed (anxious and non-anxious) individuals using the hypergeometric test.
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Since we test multiple clusters, we adjust the p-values as above.
Task 3: Is using dynamic network data more accurate than using
static network data in predicting mental health?
This is our key task. Recall from Section 1 that we create a static version of our
dynamic network. Then, we compare node features extracted from the dynamic
versus static network under the same classifier (see below). We use the following
features of a node in a network.
a. Three dynamic network features.
1. Centralities in the dynamic network. Recall that we consider eight central-
ity measures, and that for each measure, we obtain a 31-dimensional vector for
each node. To hopefully benefit from the different centrality measures, we inte-
grate their eight 31-dimensional feature vectors, resulting in a final 8×31 = 248-
dimensional feature vector for each node. 2. Dynamic GDV [22]. Graphlets,
as originally defined in the context of a static network, are small connected non-
isomorphic induced subgraphs of such a network [33, 38]. As an extension of
static graphlets to the dynamic network setting, dynamic graphlets were in-
troduced by adding temporal information onto edges of a graphlet, which now
become events that appear in a certain temporal order. Dynamic GDV of a
node characterizes how the extended network neighborhood of the node evolves
by counting for each dynamic graphlet type the number of times the node par-
ticipates in the given graphlet type. 3. GoT [5]. For a given node, this
feature counts how many times in the node’s extended network neighborhood
each static graphlet type (e.g., a 3-node path) transitions into every other static
graphlet type (e.g., a triangle) between every pair of consecutive temporal snap-
shots. Dynamic GDV and GoT are complementary dynamic network features
[4].
b. Two static network features.
1. Centralities in the static network. In the static network, for each node, for
each of the eight centrality measures, we obtain a single centrality value. To
benefit from the different measures, we integrate their eight centrality values,
resulting in a final 8-dimensional node feature vector. This is the static coun-
terpart of the centralities in the dynamic network above. 2. Static GDV [33].
Static GDV characterizes the structure of a node’s extended neighborhood in
a static network by counting for each static graphlet type the number of times
the node participates in the given graphlet type. Static GDV is the static coun-
terpart of dynamic GDV above. Note that there is no static counterpart of
GoT.
c. Raw SMS feature. For an individual, we count how many SMSs the indi-
vidual sent or received in each of the 31 weeks, which results in a 31-dimensional
node feature vector. This is as similar as possible non-network counterpart of
the centralities in the dynamic network.
d. Feature dimensionality reduction. When building predictive mod-
els, high-dimensional features tend to cause overfitting, meaning that models
using such features may fit well on the training data but not predict well on the
testing data. Therefore, for each of the features considered above, we gener-
ate the corresponding new lower-dimensional feature using principal component
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analysis (PCA). So, for each of the three dynamic network features, two static
network features, and the one non-network feature, we have its pre- and post-
PCA versions. Thus, in total, we consider 2× (3 + 2 + 1) = 12 features.
e. Classification. For each of the 12 features, we train a logistic re-
gression classifier (we use logistic regression as a proof-of-concept), resulting
in 12 classification models for predicting an individual as either depressed or
non-depressed (anxious or non-anxious). We consider an additional predictive
model – the most accurate HIN-based RS model from our previous work (Sec-
tion 1) [28], DMF[13]. The above dynamic network-based classification models
need to be superior to DMF for it to make sense to incorporate in the future
the dynamic network data into the HIN-based framework, per the discussion in
Section 1. Note that although DMF could take an HIN as input [28], in this
study, to fairly compare DMF against the above classification models, we use
as DMF’s input the same (homogeneous) social network from which we extract
the above static network features. In addition, to evaluate the statistical sig-
nificance of all models’ predictive results, we compare them against a random
guess model, which works as follows. Recall that in our data, 67 of the indi-
viduals are depressed and 207 are non-depressed (106 are anxious and 168 are
non-anxious). To make predictions, the random guess model randomly chooses
67 (106) of all individuals and predicts them as depressed (anxious), and it
predicts the remaining individuals as non-depressed (non-anxious).
To evaluate the performance of our considered predictive models, we use
5-fold cross-validation (Supplementary Section S4). Given a model’s prediction
for an individual, taking depression as an example, a true positive (TP) is an
individual who is depressed and is also predicted as depressed. A false positive
(FP) is an individual who is non-depressed but is predicted as depressed. A
false negative (FN) is an individual who is depressed but is predicted as non-
depressed. A true negative (TN) is an individual who is non-depressed and
is also predicted as non-depressed. Based on these, we compute four popular
evaluation measures: precision, recall, F1 score, and accuracy (Supplementary
Section S4).
When comparing performance of any two predictive models in terms of their
five paired runs of 5-fold cross-validation, we evaluate the statistical significance
of their performance difference by using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Since
for each model we compare its performance against the rest of the considered
models, we adjust the p-values as described above.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Task 1: Depressed and non-depressed (anxious and
non-anxious) individuals occupy different social net-
work positions
We find that the depressed (anxious) individuals have significantly lower mag-
nitudes of centralities and higher fluctuations of centralities than the non-
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depressed (non-anxious) individuals (Fig. 1 and Supplementary Figs. S1-S6).
The former means that the depressed (anxious) individuals are less central, i.e.,
are more peripheral, in the social network than the non-depressed (non-anxious)
individuals. For example, in terms of degree centrality, the depressed (anxious)
individuals have fewer social contacts than the non-depressed (non-anxious) in-
dividuals. This result obtained from our social interaction (SMS) data collected
via smartphones is consistent with existing knowledge that depression and anx-
iety are associated with having fewer friends based on social interaction data
collected from surveys [3, 16, 42], which validates that smartphone data may be
a good proxy for real-world friendships. The latter means that centralities of the
depressed (anxious) individuals vary more with time than centralities of the non-
depressed (non-anxious) individuals. For example, in terms of degree centrality,
the depressed (anxious) individuals have many friends at some time points but
few friends at other time points, while the non-depressed (non-anxious) indi-
viduals have more stable friendships. This result indicates the promise of using
dynamic network data over using static network data in the task of predicting
mental health, since the latter might fail to capture such temporal variation.
Since the depressed and non-depressed (anxious and non-anxious) individu-
als have different network positions, it makes sense to use supervised learning
methods to predict the individuals’ mental health based on their network posi-
tions, which we do in task 3 below.
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Fig. 1: The difference between centralities of the depressed and non-depressed
individuals, in terms of centrality magnitudes (x-axis) and fluctuations (y-axis);
see Section 2.2. For each of these two quantities, the average over all depressed
(red) or non-depressed (black) individuals is shown, along with the correspond-
ing standard deviation (error bars); the adjusted p-value of the difference is
also shown. This figure is for degree centrality and depression. Results are
qualitatively similar for the other centralities and anxiety (Supplementary Figs.
S1-S6).
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3.2 Task 2: Individuals who have different evolving net-
work positions show depression/anxiety trait differ-
ences
We find that the individuals in the different network-based clusters (Fig. 2)
have different depression (anxiety) traits. Namely, the lower the centrality values
(cluster 1 being the least-central), the more likely that individuals are depressed
(anxious), and the higher the centrality values (cluster 4 being the most-central),
the more likely that individuals are non-depressed (non-anxious) (Fig. 3). While
we illustrate these results for degree centrality, results are qualitatively similar
for the other centrality measures (not shown due to space constraints).
Thus, network-based features of individuals (their evolving centrality pro-
files) can distinguish well between depressed (anxious) and non-depressed (non-
anxious) individuals. This is an additional confirmation that it makes sense to
develop a predictive model of individuals’ mental health based on their network
structural information, which is what we do next.
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Fig. 2: Centrality values of individuals in the four network-based clusters. For
a given cluster, at each time point (week), the average centrality value over
all individuals in the cluster is shown, along with the corresponding standard
deviation (error bars); also, the number of individuals in the cluster (n) is shown.
Clusters are ordered from the one with the lowest centralities (red) to the one
with the highest centralities (purple). This figure is for degree centrality-based
clusters. Results are qualitatively similar for the other centralities.
3.3 Task 3: The dynamic network has more power to pre-
dict individuals’ mental health than the static network
Recall from Section 2.2 that we develop a predictive classification model for each
of the three dynamic and two static network features, plus the dynamic raw SMS
data (non-network) feature. For each feature, we focus on the best of its pre-
and post-PCA versions; we have found that using the post-PCA version is more
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Fig. 3: The enrichment of the four network-based clusters in (a) depressed and
non-depressed individuals, and (b) anxious and non-anxious individuals. In a
given panel, the left y-axis shows the number of depressed and non-depressed
(anxious and non-anxious) individuals in a given cluster. For example, in panel
(a), in cluster 1 containing 84 individuals, there are 34 depressed and 50 non-
depressed individuals. The right y-axis shows the percentage of depressed and
non-depressed (anxious and non-anxious) individuals in a given cluster. For ex-
ample, in panel (a), of the individuals in cluster 1, 40% are depressed and 60%
are non-depressed (the two percentages add up to 100%). On top of a given
bar (corresponding to a given cluster), the adjusted p-values are shown indicat-
ing the statistical significance of the enrichment of the cluster in depressed and
non-depressed (anxious and non-anxious) individuals. For example, in panel
(a), cluster 1 is significantly enriched (adjusted p-value<0.05) in depressed indi-
viduals, and cluster 4 is significantly enriched in non-depressed individuals; no
other cluster is significantly enriched in either depressed or non-depressed indi-
viduals (this is directly related to the fact that the blue values corresponding to
the enrichment in depressed individuals decrease going from cluster 1 to cluster
4, and because the red values corresponding to the enrichment in non-depressed
individuals decrease going from cluster 4 to cluster 1). These results are for
degree centrality-based clusters. Results are qualitatively similar for the other
centralities.
accurate than using the pre-PCA version for each considered feature except one,
namely centralities in the static network. Also, we evaluate the static RS model,
DMF, and the random guess model. We evaluate the models with respect to
four evaluation measures: precision, recall, F1 score, and accuracy.
Our findings are as follows, and they hold for both depression and anxi-
ety, as well as for all four evaluation measures. All three dynamic network
feature-based classification models are significantly more accurate (adjusted p-
value<0.05) than (i) both of the static network feature-based classification mod-
els, (ii) the DMF model, (iii) the non-network classification model, and (iv) the
random guess model (Fig. 4 and Supplementary Figs. S7-S8). This confirms
the hypothesis of our paper that the dynamic network features have more pre-
dictive power than any one of the other features. The three dynamic network
feature-based classification models perform similarly, with none of them having
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perfect performance. This indicates their likely complementarity and a potential
promise of developing in the future an ensemble learning approach that would
integrate the different dynamic network features.
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Fig. 4: The performance of the considered predictive models for (a) depres-
sion and (b) anxiety. For each model, the performance averaged over the five
runs of 5-fold cross-validation is shown, along with the corresponding standard
deviation. In parentheses, we show whether the feature in a given model is
extracted from the dynamic or static network. The red line corresponds to the
performance of the random guess model. These results are for precision. Results
are qualitatively similar for the other evaluation measures (Supplementary Figs.
S7-S8).
4 Conclusions
In this paper, we develop a predictive model of mental health that uses rich
dynamic social network data. We demonstrate that using the dynamic network
data has advantage over using its static network equivalent as well as its non-
network equivalent in this predictive task. As a consequence, our previous study
that is the most comprehensive work to date on predicting individuals’ mental
health in terms of heterogeneity of the considered data (including e.g., Fitbit
data)[28], which yielded high prediction accuracy despite using static social
network data (which had to be used due to current methodological challenges
in the field of heterogeneous network analysis), could be further improved by
incorporating the data dynamics. This non-trivial direction that requires novel
algorithmic thinking is the subject of our future work.
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